
porcelain



In this hyper-busy, distraction filled world, clear, effective communication is more vitally 

important than ever. But simply sending the right messages isn’t enough. To communicate 

flawlessly, you need to optimize the way your people interact with their environment and the 

technology. We provide tools to help you do that. 

They are flexible so you can be agile. They are aesthetically pleasing so your workplace is 

inviting. They are well-made and ergonomically efficient so meetings run smoothly. And from 

the beginning of their design to their final installation, they are created to focus, to speed and 

to simplify communication. 

We have the experience to help you deploy them in the way that best accommodates your 

workflow, space, time and budget. We don’t simply sell markerboards, we sell a path to the 

clear, effective communication your world demands now.  
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VIP Series markerboard with component boards.
The original multi-level porcelain steel markerboard system.
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VIP+ Series Sliding Panel System,
floor-to-ceiling porcelain markerboards/fabric.
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VIP+ Series Sliding Rail System-markerboards and chalkboards for spaces where
large wall-mounted boards and screens are needed.
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Intersection Open—a divider system w/porcelain boards
and anodized aluminum frame.
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Merge—a frameless markerboard in porcelain enamel steel that always 
cleans to like new.
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Inserts for third-party modular walls, in forever-warrantied porcelain steel 
markerboards or chalkboards.
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elements Series Combiboards combine porcelain markerboards and fabric.
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VIP Series Media Wall—Component Boards in porcelain and fabric create 
elegant presentation walls for both Digital and Analog tools.
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elements Series Split Mobile Boards in porcelain, fabric and acoustic materials.
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elements Series Vertical Markerboards, a spline board with perimeter frame.
Cover any wall with floor-to-ceiling porcelain steel writing surfaces.
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Intersection Mesh—a divider system with porcelain boards, metal mesh
and powder-coated frame
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VIP Noticeboard available with markerboard, chalkboard and fabric Component Boards.
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VIP Series magnetic two-sided Mobile Markerboards in porcelain steel 
with heavy duty frame and casters.
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elements Series Mobile Board Dividers Tri-Leg in fabric or porcelain.
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